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Choosing your florals
SEASONALITY

Ensuring that you know which florals are available in which

season is often the first step to choosing your florals. Here is a

short list of what to expect to be available at certain times of

the year. As we work with a number of suppliers, the below lists

are guidelines. We will try to do everything we can to design

exactly what you are after. 
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JAN - MARCH

ROSES

TULIPS

ANENOMES

Expect:

 

APRIL -  JUNE

PEONIES

HYDRANGEAS

DELPHINIUMS

SNAPDRAGONS

Expect:

JULY - SEPT

DAHLIAS

POPPIES

ASTILBE

Expect:

OCT- DEC

RANUNCULUS

HELLEBORES

NARCISSUS

HEATHER

Expect:



Large
Flowing
Bouquet 

These larger bouquets are perfect for those that want a statement arrangement. They

can be prepared in a diamond formation so that they are easy to carry over your elbow.

Lots of rustic greenery and foliage are added to create a vintage and charming look. 

 We also use dried florals so if this is somthing you are considering do ask us. 

A BOLDER
STATEMENT

Create & Wild's Signature Style



Smaller
Bouquets,
Bride or BM's

These smaller bouquets are daintier, and contain less

stems and foliage, but can be just as striking. 

DELICATE



Boutonnières

Boutonnières are delicate little jacket details for the men on both families

sides. Often using smaller blooms taken from the Brides Bouquet, the story

between all family members uniting is shown through the florals used. 

CUSTOMISABLE



MOB & MOG
Corsages

Corsages can be worn on the wrist or can be attached

to a dress or jacket to signify that you are either the

Mother of the Bride or the Mother of the Groom. 



Extended BM
hairpin
details 

Presentations are communication tools that can be

used as demonstrations, speeches, and more.

EASY TO 



How we work
with you

iIt's important to consider a number of things when choosing your floral designer

for such an important event. 

 

Ask yourself:

 

"Do they understand my vision?"

"Do I really love what they do?"

"Are they interested in me, are they engaged and do they ask me lots of

questions?"

 

Let me answer:

 

We want to get to know you, like really really well. If we get on then we are

already halfway to getting to one of your best ever days and making it really

special for you. Not only will we need to find out what your favourite colour is, but

we will get to know where you love going, where your favourite holiday was and

what your favourite alcoholic drink is because all these things can influence what

you like in your blooms. Based on your loves, we are going to show you flowers you

didn't even know existed! We are going to be spending at least 4-5 hours and 50

emails together, and that's great, because ultimately we want to get your vision

just right, else we haven't done our jobs properly.

 

 

WE WILL BECOME FRIENDS.
FACT.



What we
need from
you

YOUR VISION

Pintrest or a digital files of

what you love 

COMITTMENT

Be confident in your choices!

We can do anything you want!

We can work to any budget,

so feel free to give us that!

COMMUNICATION

Approx 3 consultations

needed to nail down what you

want and to go over

everything, schedule etc 



CLIENT TESTIMONIALS 

"Wonderful, wonderful florist! I used Create and Wild as the
florist for my wedding a few weeks ago. Selin is just
incredible. She is so easy to talk to, she has an extensive
knowledge and understanding of flowers and she really
listened to me and what I wanted! Selin went above and
beyond, travelling to the church to do her own research on
what would look right, spending hours making me bespoke
flower hairpieces, chatting to me on whatsapp and sharing
pinterest boards. I ended up with the most incredible flowers
for my wedding, the bouquets were SO beautiful. I couldn't
be happier with the service and the results. Will post photos
what I have them! Thanks Create and Wild!!."

ANNE, LONDON



CLIENT TESTIMONIALS 

"I am so impressed. My daughter's 2nd birthday
went so well and her flowers looked so beautiful.
They were the perfect finishing touch! She really
understood the concept I talked about and created
beautiful arrangements. I will definitely come back
to her for the next party coming up in April. I feel
lucky to have such wonderful florist near me. Thank
you so much.."

J IHYE,  BARNES



Pricing

BRIDAL BOUQUETS 

Starting at £75

BRIDESMAID BOUQUETS
/POMANDER

Starting at £45

BOUTONNIÈRES

Starting at £12



Pricing

CORSAGES

Starting at £20

HAIRPIN DETAILS 

Starting at £8

FLOWER CROWNS

Starting at £60



Pricing  

FLORAL ARCHES 

Starting at £600

Based on number of stems

and times required, can be

discussed with your head

florist

HEAD TABLE
PIECES 

Starting at £120

Based on design, stems

required, can be discussed

with your head florist

VENUE
ARRANGEMENTS

Based on design, stems

required, can be discussed

with your head florist

 

PEW ENDS

Starting at £20 per bundle

Based on number of stems

and times required, can be

discussed with your head

florist



INFO@CRATEANDWILD.COM

0208 878 5339

07388920901

If you've decided that Create & WILD is
the floral designer for your special day,
do contact us either by phone or email
and we can set aside some time to meet
in our store. We can go over your vision,
all the options that are available to you
and start customising your dream day!

ANNE, LONDON

What's Next


